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ABSTRACT: The utilization of metallodrugs as a viable alternative to organic molecules has
gained significant attention in modern medicine. We hereby report synthesis of new imine
quinoline ligand (IQL)-based Cu(II) complexes and evaluation of their potential biological
applications. Syntheses of the ligand and complexes were achieved by condensation of 7-
chloro-2-hydroxyquinoline-3-carbaldehyde and 2,2′-thiodianiline, followed by complexation
with Cu(II) metal ions. The synthesized ligand and complexes were characterized using
UV−vis spectroscopy, TGA/DTA, FTIR spectroscopy, 1H and 13C NMR spectroscopy, and
pXRD. The pXRD diffractogram analysis revealed that the synthesized ligand and its
complexes were polycrystalline systems, with nanolevel average crystallite sizes of 13.28,
31.47, and 11.57 nm for IQL, CuL, and CuL2, respectively. The molar conductivity
confirmed the nonelectrolyte nature of the Cu(II) complexes. The biological activity of the
synthesized ligand and its Cu(II) complexes was evaluated with in vitro assays, to examine
anticancer activity against the MCF-7 human breast cancer cell line and antibacterial activity
against Gram-positive (Staphylococcus aureus) and Gram-negative (Escherichia coli and Pseudomonas aeruginosa) bacterial strains. The
CuL complex had the highest cytotoxic potency against MCF-7 breast cancer cells, with an IC50 of 43.82 ± 2.351 μg/mL. At 100 μg/
mL, CuL induced the largest reduction of cancer cell proliferation by 97%, whereas IQL reduced cell proliferation by 53% and CuL2
by 28%. The minimum inhibitory concentration for CuL was found to be 12.5 μg/mL against the three tested pathogens. Evaluation
of antioxidant activity using 2,2-diphenyl-1-picrylhydrazyl revealed that CuL exhibited the highest antioxidant activity with IC50 of
153.3 ± 1.02 μg/mL. Molecular docking results showed strong binding affinities of CuL to active sites of S. aureus, E. coli, and
estrogen receptor alpha, indicating its high biological activity compared to IQL and CuL2.

1. INTRODUCTION
Globally, the burden of cancer is expected to rise from 19.9
million new cases in 2022 to 21.3 new million cases in 2025,1

suggesting a growing burden of cancer in the society.2 By 2040,
it is anticipated that the number of cancer cases worldwide will
exceed 28 million annually.3 Among all the cancers, breast
cancer is the most commonly diagnosed type and the leading
cause of cancer death in women globally.4 Currently available
cancer drugs, including platinum-based metallodrugs, such as
cisplatin, are frequently associated with significant side effects
and development of drug resistance, resulting in treatment
failure.5,6 Drug resistance is also a challenge for treatment of
infections, where emergence of resistant strains reduces
efficacy of antimicrobial drugs, resulting in rising morbidity
and mortality caused by infectious diseases.7,8 Consequently,
there is an urgent need to develop new anticancer and
antimicrobial drugs with novel mechanisms of action to
overcome drug resistance,9 increase efficacy, reduce side
effects, and improve overall treatment outcomes for patients.
These outcomes may be achieved through the development of
various metallodrugs, considering that metal-based coordina-

tion complexes have unique reactivity, electronic features, and
redox chemistry.5,6

In coordination complexes, the metal−ligand interactions
play a significant role in drug design and development as they
serve as bridges between medicinal compounds, cells, and/or
pathogenic organisms, thereby dictating their biological
activities.10,11 These activities are mostly due to the variable
oxidation states, coordination geometries, kinetic character-
istics, and organic ligands linked to the metal center, which
make metals and metal complexes interesting candidates for
therapeutic research.11,12 Research trends for developing
metal-based chemotherapy agents are currently toward non-
platinum-based metal complexes involving copper, titanium,
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gallium, germanium, palladium, gold, cobalt, ruthenium, tin,
etc.13 because of their fewer side effects than platinum-based
medications.14 Copper metal ions are important in cell division
and growth and accumulating research evidence supports its
potential utility in the battle against cancer.15 Copper-based
complexes have also been studied for their direct free radical
scavenging abilities, demonstrating their potential to mitigate
the harmful effects of oxidative stress.16,17 Copper can also
enhance the effectiveness of some chemotherapeutic drugs like
bioactive organic ligands by sensitizing cancer cells. This
synergistic effect can improve the overall efficacy of cancer
therapy.18

Imine-based ligands, like quinolines and N-donor metal
complexes, have generated significant interest due to their
fascinating chemical properties and potential biological uses,
including antibacterial, and anticancer effects.19,20 Quinolines
are versatile heterocyclic aromatic compounds containing
nitrogen and various moieties.21 They are present in both
synthetic and naturally occurring biologically active substances,
making them crucial in pharmaceutical research for develop-
ment of novel drugs.22 Since quinolines have great potential to
function as bioactive reagents on their own, their transition-
metal complexes can further increase their biological
activity.20−23 Quinoline motif Schiff bases, such as (E)-N-
(furan-2-yl methylene) quinoline-8-amine and their metal
complexes with Mn(II), Co(II), Ni(II), Cu(II), and Zn(II),
have also been reported to possess antimicrobial, antioxidant,
and in vitro cytotoxicity activities.24 The studies on the
structure−function relationship also indicate that altering the
ligand and the general structure of the complexes significantly
increases the potency and efficiency of the metal complexes for
various biological applications.25

In this work, we synthesized Cu(II) complexes from imine
quinoline derivative ligand. The synthesized complexes
underwent comprehensive evaluation for their in vitro
cytotoxicity, antibacterial, and antioxidant properties following
standard procedures. Additionally, in silico molecular docking
studies were conducted to predict the interaction and binding
energies of the compounds with key amino acids, including
those from Staphylococcus aureus, Escherichia coli, and estrogen
receptor alpha. Furthermore, density functional theory (DFT)
and time-dependent (TD)-DFT calculations were employed to
explore the UV−visible spectra and quantum mechanical
descriptors of the complexes.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1. Chemical and Materials. Absolute ethanol (99.9%,

Finkem), 2,2′-thiodianiline (98%, Japan), 7-chloro-2-hydrox-
yquinoline-3-carbaldehyde, acetic anhydride 99.8%, acetic acid
glacial 99.5%, dimethylformamide (DMF, 99%), phosphorus
oxychloride (POCl3, 98%,) methanol (99.5%), n-hexane
(99%), dichloromethane (98%), ethyl acetate (99.5%), chloro-
form (99%), copper chloride dihydrate (CuCl2·2H2O, 98%), L-

ascorbic acid (99%), dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) (99%), and
2,2-diphenyl-1-picrylhydrazyl (DPPH) were used for synthesis
of the ligand and metal complexes, and for testing. All the
chemicals and reagents were of analytical grade.
2.2. Characterization of the Synthesized Ligand and

the Metal Complexes. 2.2.1. Analysis of 1H NMR and 13C
NMR Spectroscopy. The 1H and 13C NMR spectra of the
ligand were acquired using an Avance 400 spectrometer
(Bruker, Bremen, Germany) with TMS as internal standard.
The spectrometer operates at 400 MHz, DMSO, for 1H-NMR
and 100 MHz, DMSO, for 13C-NMR at 298 K.

2.2.2. Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy Analysis.
The infrared absorption spectra of the synthesized ligand and
the Cu(II) metal complexes were recorded using an IR affinity-
1 Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectrophotometer
(Shimadzu). The spectrophotometer operated in the range
of 4000−400 cm−1, with an accumulation of 32 scans and a
resolution of 4 cm−1. Pure KBr discs served as the standard,
while the samples were prepared as KBr pellets with a sample-
to-KBr ratio of 1% w/w.

2.2.3. Analysis of the Electronic Absorption Spectra. The
electronic absorption spectrum of the synthesized IQL and its
Cu(II) complex solutions in DMSO were analyzed using a
Shanghai Drawell Scientific Instrument spectrophotometer.
The spectra were recorded in the wavelength range of 200−
800 nm.

2.2.4. Powder X-Ray Diffraction Analysis. The crystallinity
of the ligand and the Cu(II) complexes were studied using X-
ray diffractograms (XRD patterns) produced with a Rigaku
Ultima IV X-ray diffractometer utilizing Cu K radiation with a
generator at 40 kV and 30 mA at 25 °C temperature (PD-M5-
10 min-WAXS Prog-Div 15−80°). At a rate of 2 min per
minute, the diffraction angle (2θ) range for XRD spectroscopy
was reached, ranging from 0 to 90°.

2.2.5. Thermal Analysis. Using the Thermal Analysis
Instrument of the SDT-Q600 analyzer (TA Instruments), the
thermal stability of the Cu(II) complexes was examined. This
device produced differential thermal analysis (DTA) and
synchronized thermogravimetry analysis (TGA) curves. An
alumina sample container was filled with a sample mass of
roughly 7.0 mg, and a heating rate of 10 °C min−1 was used
while an airflow of 100 mL min−1 was in place.
2.3. Synthesis of the IQL and Its Cu(II) Complex.

2.3.1. Synthesis of the Imine Quinoline Derivative Ligand:
(Z)-3-(((2-((2-Aminophenyl) Thio)phenyl)imino)methyl)-7-
chloronaphthalen-2-ol. The ligand (Z)-3-(((2-((2-amino-
phenyl) thio) phenyl)imino)methyl)-7-chloronaphthalen-2-ol
was synthesized,26 as described in Scheme 1, by reacting 7-
chloro-2-hydroxyquinoline-3-carbaldehyde and 2,2′-thiodiani-
line in 1:1 molar ratio specifically, to a solution of 7-chloro-2-
hydroxyquinoline-3-carbaldehyde (10 mmol, 1.5 g) in 15 mL
ethanol, 2,2′-thiodianiline (10 mmol, 2.2 g) in 15 mL ethanol
was gradually added while stirring. Then, the solution was

Scheme 1. Synthesis of IQL, (Z)-3-(((2-((2-Aminophenyl) Thio)phenyl)imino)methyl)-7-chloronaphthalen-2-ol
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stirred for 1−2 h at room temperature. As a result, a yellow
solution was obtained. Then, 5−10 drops of glacial acetic acid
were added to this mixture while stirring. The reaction
completion was monitored using thin-layer chromatography.
Finally, the yellow precipitate formed at the bottom was
filtered and washed using 20 mL of ethanol. After drying, the
actual yield of the product was determined.

Yellow solid: % yield = 89.2, MP 145−150 °C, MW = 405.9
g/mol. The major IR peaks (cm−1): (vNH) 3854, 1734; (OH)
3742; v(C�N) 1601, 1560, and data of 1H NMR and 13C
NMR are described in Table S1. Scheme 1 presents the
synthetic route of the ligand.

2.3.2. Synthesis of the Cu(II) Complexes. Cu(II) chloride
dihydrate (CuCl2·2H2O; 0.170 g; 1 mmol) was added to an
ethanolic solution of (Z)-3-(((2-((2-aminophenyl) thio)
phenyl)imino)methyl)-7-chloronaphthalen-2-ol (0.220 g; 1
mmol) for the synthesis of CuL in a 1:1 molar ratio, and
(CuCl2·2H2O; 0.170 g; 1 mmol) and IQL (0.440. g; 2 mmol)
for the synthesis of CuL2 in 1:2 molar ratio of metal ion to
ligand. In both cases, the solution mixture was stirred and
refluxed at 60−70 °C for 3−4 h. The reddish and green
solutions obtained for CuL and Cul2 were cooled and the
resulting precipitates were filtered out, washed with cold
ethanol, and dried.26 Yield = 69.23% for CuL and 75.4% for
CuL2, respectively.
2.4. Evaluation of Biological Activities. 2.4.1. Antiox-

idant Activity Analysis. The antioxidant activities of the IQL,
CuL, and CuL2 were assessed using a conventional protocol.27

Separate test tubes were prepared with standard ascorbic acid
and various concentrations of IQL, CuL, and CuL2 (ranging
from 50 to 250 μg/mL for each) from a 50 mg/mL stock
solution of IQL, CuL, and CuL2. To each prepared solution, 3
mL of a 0.1 mM methanol solution of DPPH was added. The
test tubes were then placed in the dark and allowed to incubate
for 20 min. Following incubation, the absorbance of the
solutions at 517 nm was measured using a UV−vis
spectrophotometer against methanol as a blank. Ascorbic
acid (ranging from 0.2 to 1.0 mg/mL) in methanol was used as
a standard. The experiments were conducted in triplicate, and
the antioxidant activity was determined as the scavenging
percentage activity using eq 1.

= [ ] ×A A A

The scavenging percent activity (%)

( )/ 100c s c (1)

where Ac is the absorbance of standard/control and As is the
absorbance of IQL, CuL, and CuL2 solutions.

2.4.2. Antibacterial Activity Analysis. The antibacterial
activities of IQL and its Cu(II) complexes were tested on
Mueller Hinton agar media using an agar-well diffusion
method27 following standard protocol. Specifically, 1 mL of
actively developing clinical strains of Gram-negative bacteria [
E. coli ATCC 25922 and Pseudomonas aeruginosa ATCC 248
(P. aeruginosa)] and Gram-positive [S. aureus ATCC 25926],
containing about 1 × 107 CFU mL−1, 0.5 McFarland Standard,
was dispersed on a homogeneous plate using cotton swabs
separately. Wells were created in each agar culture medium,
using a sterile cork borer (6 mm in diameter) and filled in with
the samples having a concentration of 50 μg/mL. DMSO
served as the negative control, while gentamicin was utilized as
the positive control. After preparation, the culture media were
refrigerated for 30 min before being placed in an incubator at
37 °C for 24 h. The diameter of the inhibition zones was then

measured using a Vernier caliper in millimeters to ascertain the
zones of inhibition.

2.4.2.1. Minimum Inhibitory Concentration. A microplate
dilution method with slight modification28 was used to
determine the minimum growth inhibition concentration
(MIC) for the Cu(II) complexes and IQL. Solutions of
copper complexes and the ligand were prepared in 10% DMSO
in 2-fold dilutions. Bacterial suspensions were prepared from
Mueller−Hinton broth and 100 μL of the suspensions were
added to 1.5 μL microcentrifuge tubes with 300 μL of copper
complexes and ligands. Microcentrifuge tubes containing
sample solutions without bacterial suspension were used as
negative controls, whereas those containing bacterial suspen-
sion with various gentamicin concentrations as positive
controls. The tubes were incubated for 24 h at 35 ± 2 °C.
Using a UV−vis spectrophotometer (Drawell, DU-8800R),
absorbance at 630 nm was used to measure the antimicrobial
activity. The negative control was employed as a blank.29

2.4.3. In Vitro Cytotoxicity Test on the Breast Cancer Cell
Line. MCF-7 breast cancer cells were cultured in Dulbecco’s
modified Eagle medium supplemented with 10% fetal bovine
serum and 2 mM L-glutamine. The cells were maintained at 37
°C in a humidified 5% CO2. In vitro cytotoxicity was evaluated
using the 3-[4,5-dimethylthiazole-2-yl]-2,5-diphenyltetrazo-
lium bromide (MTT) assay kit (Cell Proliferation Kit I
MTT, Roche) according to the manufacturer’s instructions.
The cells were cultured in a transparent, flat-bottomed 96-well
microplate at a density of 5 × 103 cells/well. Cells were then
treated in triplicate wells with 2-fold dilutions of compounds
IQL, CuL, CuL2 and cis-platin (positive control) diluted with
growth media at concentrations ranging from 6.125 to 200 μg/
mL. Untreated control cells were incubated with matched
solvent concentrations prepared in growth media. The cells
were treated for 24 h and in the last 4 h of the experiment, an
MTT labeling reagent was added to the cells at a concentration
of 0.5 mg/mL. DMSO was used to solubilize formazan crystals,
and optical density was measured at 570 nm wavelength.

2.4.4. Molecular Docking. Essentially, the binding modal-
ities of ligand interaction at the active sites of the proteins were
predicted from molecular docking calculations30 using the
Autodock vina31 program package. The proteins were
downloaded from the Protein Data Bank (http://www.rcsb.
org/pdb) and used for the molecular docking investigations
against S. aureus (PDB: 2w9h), E. coli (PDB: 6F86), and
estrogen receptor alpha (ERα; PDB: 5GS4). Before docking,
the proteins were repaired by a series of processes. Among
these steps were the elimination of coligands and solvent
molecules, the addition of hydrogen, chain repair, and active
site selection. The compounds that were tested also went
through an energy minimization using DFT calculations prior
to the molecular docking.32 Different conformers were
analyzed to ascertain the stability of H-bonds, π−alkyl, π−
Sigma, π−π, π−anion, and van der Waals adducts. Using
Discovery Studio software, the conformers with the lowest
binding free energies were used to visualize how the
compounds interacted with the active amino acids.33

2.4.5. DFT Calculations. DFT calculations employing
B3LYP34−36 hybrid functional together with 6-311++G(d,p)
basis set37 for the light atoms and the Los Alamos National
Laboratory 2-double-ζ (LanL2DZ) pseudo-potential for the
copper atom38 were employed using the Gaussian 16 program
package.39 The polarizable continuum solvation model in its
integral equation formalism together with DMSO as a solvent
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was used to account for solvent effects. Dispersion correction40

was employed to account for nonbonding interactions.
Vibrational frequency calculations were performed to ensure
that the optimized geometries are real minima without
imaginary frequencies (Table S7). The TD-DFT was used to
calculate absorption energies at the same level of calculations.

Quantum chemical descriptors were calculated at the same
level of theory. The highest occupied molecular orbital
(HOMO) and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital
(LUMO) energies were used to predict the quantum
mechanical descriptors: band gap (Eg = ELUMO − EHOMO),
electronegativity [χ = −1/2 (EHOMO + ELUMO)], electronic
chemical potential (μ = 1/2 (EHOMO + ELUMO) = −χ), global
chemical hardness [η = 1/2 (ELUMO − EHOMO)], global
softness (σ = 1/2η), global electrophilicity index (ω = μ2/2η),
and nucleophilicity index (Nu = 1/ω) of the compounds.41,42

2.5. Statistical Analysis. The Statistical Analysis Software
(SAS 14.1) was utilized to examine the mean antioxidant and
antibacterial characteristics of the IQL and its Cu(II)
complexes using one-way ANOVA with a 5% probability.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Physical Properties. The synthesized IQL, CuL, and

CuL2 were characterized using physicochemical and spectro-
scopic methods. These compounds were observed to be
colored, odorless, and relatively stable at room temperature.
While the ligand was soluble in organic solvents such as
dichloromethane, methanol, ethanol, acetonitrile, DMF,
DMSO, and chloroform, the complexes exhibited solubility
in these organic solvents but were insoluble in water.
Additionally, the molar conductivity (ΛM) values (recorded
at 10−3 M concentration) of the complexes in DMSO solutions
were determined and are presented in Table 1.

3.1.1. Molar Conductivities and Chloride Test. The
compounds were dissolved in DMSO for molar conductance
assessment, aiming to determine the electrolytic and non-
electrolytic attributes of the synthesized metal complexes. The
molar conductance values of 4.45 and 10.05 S cm2 mol−1 were
recorded for CuL and CuL2, respectively (Table 1).
Accordingly, the complexes were of nonelectrolytic nature. In
addition, a chloride test was carried out using the silver nitrate
salt to check the presence of chloride ions in the complex
structure. The absence of white precipitate confirmed that
there are no chloride ions in the outer sphere of the Cu(II)
coordination. Thus, the geometries of [CuL(H2O)2Cl2] and
[CuL2Cl2] have been proposed to be octahedral, with the
chem i c a l f o rmu l a s f o r C u L and C u L 2 be i ng
C22H20Cl3CuN3O3S and C44H32Cl4CuN6O2S2, respectively.
3.2. 1H NMR and 13C NMR Spectroscopy Analysis

Result of the Ligand 1H NMR Spectral Analysis. The
proton NMR of the ligand was obtained in DMSO-d6, which is

displayed in (Table S1 and Figure S1). The IQL exhibits a
singlet peak in the range of δ 9.30 ppm as a result of the
hydroxyl presence.43 The IQL exhibits a singlet at δ 8.90 ppm
due to the imine (HC�N) group’s proton.44 These changes
show imine chelation with metal and the slight shift observed
due to the bond formation between metal and nitrogen of
IQL.45,46 Protons in the phenyl ring had singlet, doublet, and
multiplet recorded around δ 8.11−6.93 ppm.46,47 A peak at δ
155.92 ppm corresponds to the carbon atom carrying a
hydroxyl group, or phenol (�C−OH), in the ligand
structure.48 The aromatic carbon’s chemical shift signals of
the ligands were recorded in the range of δ 148.52−111.77
ppm.49 From the 13C and 1H NMR spectrum data, the ligand
signals were shifted upon metal ion complexation with to the
IQL ligand under study.
3.3. FTIR Spectral Analysis of the Ligand and Its Cu(II)

Complexes. The FTIR spectra of both IQL and its Cu(II)
complexes were analyzed within the range of 4000−400 cm−1

to identify the frequencies associated with functional groups.
The results of the vibrational frequencies are presented in
Table 2 and Figure 1. Specifically, the absorption peak

observed at 1601 cm−1 in the spectrum of IQL indicates the
presence of the imine (−C�N−) group.50 The observed peak
shifted by 2 to 6 cm−1 in the Cu(II) complexes toward lower
or higher wavelength regions. This alteration suggests an active
interaction between the nitrogen atom of the azomethine
group and the metal ion. Additionally, the phenolic O−H band

Table 1. Molar Conductivities and Chloride Test of the
Cu(II) Complexes

compounds color
molar conductance

(S cm2 mol−1) chloride test

IQL yellow
[CuL(H2O)2Cl2] brick

red
4.45 no white

precipitate
[CuL2Cl2] green 11.05 no white

precipitate

Table 2. Selected FTIR Data of IQL and its Cu(II)
Complexes

Group IQL CuL CuL2

OH 3742 3726 3728
C−O 1308 1334 1322
M ← OHR 3457 3468
sNH2 1734 1644 1647
v(C�N) 1601 1603 1606

1560 1569 1578
M ← O 596 591
M ← N 530, 457 500, 458

Figure 1. FTIR spectra of IQL and its complexes, CuL and CuL2.
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is present at 3742 cm−1 in the IQL spectrum.51 The observed
peak in the complexes undergoes a shift of 14 to 20 cm−1

without deprotonation, indicating coordination of oxygen to
the copper metal ion. Furthermore, the stretching frequency of

Figure 2. Experimental and DFT calculated UV−vis spectra of IQL, CuL, and CuL2 complexes. The calculated spectra were red-shifted by 30 nm
for better comparison with the corresponding experimental spectra.

Figure 3. pXRD spectra of the (A) IQL, (B) CuL, and (C) CuL2.
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the (−C−O) band in the copper complexes is lower compared
to that of IQL, providing strong evidence of coordination
between the metal ion and phenolic oxygen. The emergence of
three bands in the regions of 586−596 cm−1 and 530−457
cm−1 can be attributed to stretching frequencies of M−O and
M−N bonds, respectively, confirming the successful complex-
ation of the copper metal ion with the ligand.52 A new band
observed in the complexes at around 3457−3468 cm−1

indicates that water molecules were coordinated with the
core metal ion.53,54

3.4. Electronic Spectra of IQL and Its Cu(II)
Complexes. Results from the experimental and TD-DFT
absorption studies are summarized in Table S2, Figure 2, and
S3. The observed electronic transitions in both experiment and
TD-DFT for IQL, occurring approximately at 262/259, 308/
298, and 394/372 nm, are attributed to intraligand charge
transitions. These transitions are influenced by the energy
levels of the orbitals, particularly π → π* and n → π*
transitions within the aromatic ring and C�N groups.55,56

The λmax values exhibited slight shifts either toward higher or
lower wavelengths, and new bands appeared within the Cu(II)
complexes in comparison to the ligand spectra. These findings
validate the formation of metal complexes, as indicated in
Table S2 and Figure S2.

Transitions resulting from the metal ion’s d orbital and
intraligand transitions are seen at 592/580 nm (experiment/
TD-DFT) for CuL.57 The result allows one to ascertain the
degree of fission associated with a certain geometry because of
extracted transitions such as d → d (electronic transition),
MLCT, and intraligand transitions.58 Transitions like n → π*
and π → π* in coordinating ligands have been seen in deep
ultraviolet areas. Jahn−Teller’s distortion causes the Cu(II)
complexes’ UV−vis spectra to have deformed octahedral
geometry. Moreover, transitions at 401/399 nm are linked to d
→ d (t2g →eg) transitions.57−59 The intramolecular charge
transfer bands of π → π* and n → π* transitions of the
azomethine group C�N is responsible for the absorption
band at 265/270 nm. These values also coincide with those of
related Schiff-base compounds.60,61 The same observation has
also been noted for the CuL2 complex. Overall, the
experimental results were found to be in good agreement
with those from the TD-DFT calculations. These results
further validate the suggested structures.

3.5. Powder X-ray Diffraction. PXRD experiments were
carried out on IQL and its Cu(II) complexes at room
temperature. The results revealed that the ligand and Cu(II)
complexes were all polycrystalline in nature (Figure 3).

The ligand and its Cu(II) complexes had completely
different XRD patterns, confirming the successful complex-
ation of copper metal ions with the ligand. The average grain
sizes of the samples were calculated using Scherer’s formula
dXRD = 0.9λ/β (cos θ) and the results were found to be 13.28,
31.47, and 11.54 nm for IQL, CuL (1:1), and CuL2 (1:2),
respectively. The findings articulate that the complexes were
nanocrystalline in size.62 New XRD peaks were observed for
CuL at 41.33, 45.41, and 57.91°.63,64 However, the pXRD
pattern of CuL2 was similar to that of the ligand, which might
be due to masking of the Cu(II) metal ion associated with a
higher ratio of the ligand used for the complexation.
3.6. Thermogravimetric Investigation of the Com-

plexes of Copper. Thermal stability assessment of the Cu(II)
complexes was executed via TGA across the temperature range
of 30 to 1000 °C, employing a heating rate of 10 °C/min
under a nitrogen atmosphere. Analysis of the TGA/DTA
spectra aimed to discern the presence of water molecules either
within or outside the coordination sphere of the Cu(II)
complexes. Figure 4 depicts the TGA/DTA spectra of the
Cu(II) metal complexes. Results indicated that the copper
complexes exhibited thermal stability up to temperatures
ranging from 170 to 200 °C. Subsequent to this range,
breakdown of the complexes ensued, signifying the presence of
water molecules bonded with the metal centers and the onset
of the breakdown process. The degradation process of the
complexes unfolded in four phases, as elucidated in Figure 4,
with the proposed breakdown mechanism outlined in Table 3.

From the spectroscopic characterizations, conductivity
measurement, and chloride test data, it is concluded that the
structure of the Cu(II) complexes has octahedral geometries as
illustrated in Scheme 2.
3.7. Biological Activity Analysis of the Synthesized

Compounds. 3.7.1. Antibacterial Activities’ Analysis Result.
The ligand and its Cu(II) complexes exhibited antagonistic
effects against both Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria,
as presented in Table 4 and Figure S3. The inhibition zones
ranged from 7.33 to 9.01 mm, with the Cu(II) complexes
demonstrating significantly higher antagonism compared to the

Figure 4. TGA/DTA of the copper complexes, CuL (1:1) and CuL2 (1:2).
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ligand at α = 0.01. Notably, CuL displayed the highest
inhibition zone (9.01 mm) against the Gram-negative bacteria
P. aeruginosa. The antibacterial activities of CuL were
consistent across both Gram-negative and Gram-positive
bacterial strains, ranging from 8.04 mm to 9.01 mm (Table
4). CuL and CuL2 exhibited stronger inhibition against Gram-
positive bacteria (S. aureus) compared to the Gram-negative
bacteria.

Overall, the antibacterial activity tests revealed that the
copper complexes displayed better antibacterial activity than
the ligand. Specifically, CuL demonstrated significantly larger
inhibition zones against all tested bacterial pathogens
compared to CuL2 (Table 4). Previous studies have shown
that a 1:2 Cu(II)-to-ligand ratio of 2-((2-hydroxyethyl)-
amino)quinoline-3-carbaldehyde (H2L) in methanol exhibited
decreased antibacterial efficacy against similar microorganisms,
consistent with the findings of the current study.65 This may be
related to the metal complexes chelation, which links
chelation’s capacity to complex passage over a cell
membrane.66

3.7.1.1. MIC of IQL and its Cu(II) Complexes. The MIC of
the Ligand and CuL were found to be 25 and 12.5 μg/mL,
respectively, against the tested bacterial pathogens (Table 5).

CuL2 was strong against S. aureus ATCC 25926 compared to
the Gram-negative bacterial pathogens tested in this study.
Related literature reports on copper complexes also showed
stronger MIC against Gram-positive bacteria as compared to
Gram-negative bacteria.67

However, unlike a previous report,67 the present Cu(II)
complexes inhibited Gram-positive bacterial strains at 12.5 μg/
mL although the minimum inhibition zone did not coincide. In
general, the complexes’ ability to limit bacterial growth was not

Table 3. Thermal Degradation of the Cu(II) Complexes
with Their Suggested Molecules

complexes
temperature
range (°C) % removed

proposed degraded
molecules

[CuL(H2O)2Cl2] 200−290 10.03 two water
molecules

C22H20Cl3CuN3O3S 290−383 16.56 two chlorine
molecules

MW: 576.38 g/mol 383−833 62.45 C22H16ClN3OS the
ligand

>833 10.96 CuO
[CuL2Cl2] 170−225 8.08 two chlorine

molecules
C44H32Cl4CuN6O2S2 225−545 25.57 C12H16N2S
MW: 946.25 g/mol 545−721 42.41 C22H16ClN3S

721−903 22.07 C11H7ClO

Scheme 2. Scheme of Synthesis of the Copper (II) Complexes and Their Proposed Structures

Table 4. Antimicrobial Properties of the Ligand and Cu(II)
Complexesa

zone inhibition diameter (mm)

Gram-positive
bacteria Gram-negative bacteria

compounds
(50 μg/mL) S. aureus E. coli P. aeruginosa

IQL 7.47 ± 0.41 7.33 ± 0.47 7.67 ± 0.47
CuL 8.67 ± 0.47 8.04 ± 0.82 9.01 ± 0.82
CuL2 8.33 ± 0.47 7.33 ± 0.47 7.67 ± 0.47
gentamycin (Pos) 18.33 ± 0.47 17.06 ± 0.10 17.67 ± 0.47
DMSO (Neg) ND ND ND

aPos = positive control, Neg = negative control, ND = not detected.

Table 5. Minimum Inhibitory Concentration (mg/mL) of
IQL and Its Cu(II) Complexes

samples (μg/mL)

bacterial strains IQL CuL CuL2 gentamycin

S. aureus ATCC 25926 25 12.5 12.5 3.375
E. coli ATCC 25922 25 12.5 25 1.688
P. aeruginosa ATCC 248 25 12.5 25 1.688
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improved by the integration of ligand and copper metal ions.
Previous study also showed that there is a lesser inhibitory
potential of the ligands in comparison to a pure metal
complex.68

3.7.2. Antioxidant Activity Analysis Result. The capacity of
the ligand and its Cu(II) complexes to scavenge 2,2-diphenyl-
1-picrylhydrazyl (DPPH) free radicals was evaluated in vitro,
with ascorbic acid serving as the standard. This assessment
involved measuring the reduction in absorbance of DPPH at
517 nm. Figure 5 and Table S3 illustrate the increase in

scavenging activity with rising concentrations of the com-
pounds. In comparison to the reference ascorbic acid, all
complexes exhibited moderate activity, with CuL demonstrat-
ing superior antioxidant ability compared to CuL2 and IQL.
The half-maximal radical scavenging concentration (IC50) of
the synthesized compounds was calculated using GraphPad
Prism 9.5.1 software, with IQL (239 ± 0.83 μg/mL) > CuL2
(192.5 ± 0.86 μg/mL) > CuL (153.3 ± 1.02 μg/mL). These
findings indicate that CuL possesses potent radical scavenging
activity compared to the other compounds.

Compared to the ligand, the copper complexes demonstrate
improved radical scavenging activity, as observed through
UV−vis measurements of DPPH radical absorbance at 517
nm. The addition of the copper complex leads to a reduction
in the visible absorption band at 517 nm, indicating a decrease
in the quantity of DPPH radical due to its conversion from
DPPH· to DPPH. Prior research has suggested that the
antioxidant activity of Cu(II) complexes, such as those
involving lidocaine and ibuprofen amide-phenanthroline, is

primarily attributed to the acceptance of one electron from the
Cu(II) complex.69 As a result, the decreased absorbance is due
to the formation of DPPH anion as a function of increased
Cu(II) complex concentration.69 Similarly, the band at 517 nm
may have disappeared in the excess Cu(II) complex as a result
of DPPH switching from its anion form to its DPPH−H form
by taking one proton from the metal complex.60,61 The
scavenging reaction of the DPPH radical by the Cu(II)
complex was proposed to occur in two steps, with the first step
being electron-accepting and the second step being proton-
accepting as illustrated in Figure 6A.70,71

3.7.3. In Vitro Cytotoxicity Assay of the Ligand and Its
Cu(II) Complexes. The human breast cancer cell line (MCF-7)
was used to evaluate the in vitro cytotoxicity of the synthesized
IQL and its copper complexes (CuL and CuL2) at different
doses (6.125−200 μg/mL). Figure 7 shows that CuL inhibited

proliferation of MCF-7 breast cancer cells in a dose-dependent
manner, with the highest in vitro cytotoxicity observed between
50 and 200 μg/mL. A dose-dependent growth inhibitory effect
was observed as the proliferation of MCF-7 cells decreased
with an increase in the concentration of synthesized
compounds.60,61 All the synthesized compounds showed
moderate cytotoxicity against the MCF-7 breast cancer cell
line.72 CuL demonstrated the highest cytotoxic potency, with
the lowest half-maximal inhibitory concentration (IC50) of
43.82 ± 2.351 μg/mL, whereas CuL2 and IQL exhibited
higher IC50 values of 132.20 ± 5.687 μg/mL and 117.60 ±
1.098 μg/mL, respectively (Table S2). Although all the

Figure 5. Antioxidant activities of IQL and its Cu(II) complex.

Figure 6. UV−vis spectra of Cu(II) and DPPH radical with proposed mechanism (A) and an experimental absorbance of DPPH radical scavenging
activities (B).

Figure 7. Cytotoxicity effect of IQL, CuL, and CuL2 against MCF-7
cancer cell lines.
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synthesized compounds were moderately cytotoxic against
MCF-7 cells, their cytotoxic profiles demonstrated less potency
compared to cis-platin, which had IC50 values of 5.69 μg/mL.

3.7.4. Quantum Chemical Analysis. Table 6 displays the
results for the quantum chemical descriptors, which include
the band gap energy, as well as the HOMO and LUMO
Eigenvalues. These descriptors have been found to exhibit
significant correlations with various biological activities, such as
cytotoxicity, antioxidant, and antibacterial properties. For the
ligand, the band gap energy (eV) was estimated to be 3.409,
whereas 3.255 for CuL2, and 2.062 for CuL. Notably, the metal
complexes exhibited a decrease in band gap energy,
accompanied by an increase in their global softness, with
values of 0.293, 0.307, and 0.485 eV, respectively, for CuL,
CuL2, and IQL. These findings underscore the enhanced
biological relevance of the synthesized complexes compared to
the bare ligand. Consequently, CuL demonstrated significant
contributions to its better in vitro cytotoxicity and antioxidant
activity.

3.7.5. Molecular Docking. Tables S5, S6, and 7 present the
3D and 2D interactions of the synthesized IQL and the Cu(II)
complexes with residual amino acids from S. aureus, E. coli, and
ERα, along with their respective binding energies and
inhibition constants. The interaction of IQL with residual
amino acids from S. aureus resulted in a binding energy of

−11.31 kcal/mol and an inhibition constant of 0.05 μM. A
total of 15 amino acid interactions were identified, involving
different binding modes: 2 via hydrogen bonds, 9 via van der
Waals forces, 2 via π−alkyl interactions, and 1 via π−sigma
interaction, as depicted in Figure S5.

The interaction of the CuL with residual amino acids of S.
aureus was evaluated, revealing a binding energy of −13.82
kcal/mol and an inhibition constant of 7.5 × 10−5 μM. A total
of 18 residual amino acid interactions were identified,
occurring through various binding modes: 4 via hydrogen
bonds, 10 via van der Waals forces, 3 via π−alkyl interactions,
and 1 via π−sigma interaction (Figure S6). Similarly, the CuL2
metal complex exhibited interaction with S. aureus residual
amino acids, yielding a binding energy of −12.19 kcal/mol and
an inhibition constant of 0.01 μM. A total of 8 residual amino
acid interactions were observed, involving different binding
modes: 1 via hydrogen bond, 1 via van der Waals forces, 3 via
π−alkyl interactions, and 3 via π−sigma interactions (Figure
S7). Gentamicin served as a positive control, displaying a
binding energy of −10.78 kcal/mol and an inhibition constant
of 0.13 μM. A total of 21 residual amino acid interactions were
noted, with various binding modes, excluding interactions via
π−sigma (Figure S8).

Furthermore, the interactions of IQL, CuL, and CuL2 with
residual amino acids of E. coli were analyzed. IQL

Table 6. Quantum Chemical Descriptors (in eV) of the Ligand and Its Cu(II) Complexes

HOMO LUMO Eg χ μ η σ ω Nu

IQL −6.02438 −2.61531 3.409 4.320 −4.320 1.705 0.293 5.474 0.183
CuL −5.87308 −3.81126 2.062 4.842 −4.842 1.031 0.485 11.372 0.088
CuL2 −6.42165 −3.16700 3.255 4.794 −4.794 1.627 0.307 7.062 0.142

Table 7. Molecular Docking Scores and the Corresponding Prominent Residual Amino Acid Interactions of the Ligand and Its
Cu(II) Complexes against Estrogen Receptor Alpha (ERα; PDB: 5GS4)

Cpds
binding energy

(kcal/mol)
inhibition

constant (Ki) H-bonding van der Waals π−alkyl π−π π−anion

IQL −7.63 2.53 μM Glu353, Glu323 Arg394,Ala322, Asn359,Arg363, Gly390,Ile386,
Leu387,Lys449, Phe445,Trp360

Met357,
His356

CuL −8.79 0.36 μM Arg394, Ile386,
Glu353

Glu323,His356, Leu387,Gly390, Leu391 Met357 Phe445,
Trp393,
Trp360

Lys449

CuL2 −8.66 0.45 μM Glu323, Asp 321 Pro406,Gly390, Leu387,Trp393, Phe445,Arg363,
Ala322, Trp360

Met357 Arg394

Cisplatin −6.09 34.40 μM Glu471,Asp374,
Ser468

Thr371 Lys467

Figure 8. Binding interactions of CuL against estrogen receptor alpha (ERα; PDB: 5GS4).
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demonstrated a binding energy of −7.92 kcal/mol and an
inhibition constant of 1.57 μM. Sixteen amino acid interactions
were identified, involving various binding modes: 2 via
hydrogen bonds, 9 via van der Waals forces, 4 via π−alkyl
interactions, and 1 via π−sigma interaction (Figure S9). CuL
interacted with E. coli residual amino acids, displaying a
binding energy of −7.98 kcal/mol and an inhibition constant
of 1.41 μM. Fifteen residual amino acid interactions were
observed, occurring through different binding modes: 1 via
hydrogen bond, 6 via van der Waals forces, 5 via π−alkyl
interactions, and 3 via π−sigma interactions (Figure S10).
Similarly, CuL2 interacted with E. coli residual amino acids,
showing a binding energy of −8.92 kcal/mol and an inhibition
constant of 0.29 μM. Eleven residual amino acid interactions
were noted, with different binding modes: 3 via hydrogen
bonds, 4 via van der Waals forces, 3 via π−alkyl interactions,
and 1 via π−sigma interaction (Figure S11). Gentamicin was
utilized as a positive control for interaction with E. coli residual
amino acids, exhibiting a binding energy of −10.10 kcal/mol
and an inhibition constant of 39.31 μM. Sixteen residual amino
acid interactions were identified, involving various binding
modes, except for interactions via π−sigma (Figure S12).

The docking of IQL, CuL, CuL2, and Cisplatin (used as a
positive control) against estrogen receptor alpha was assessed,
considering their interaction with residual amino acids through
H-bonding, van der Waals, π−alkyl, π−π, and π−anion
interaction modes (Table 7 and Figures 8, 9). The interaction
of IQL with ERα residual amino acids revealed a binding
energy of −7.63 kcal/mol and an inhibition constant of 2.53
μM. A total of 14 amino acid interactions were identified,
involving different binding modes: 2 through hydrogen bonds,
10 through van der Waals forces, and 2 through π−alkyl
interactions (Figure S13). CuL displayed a binding energy of
−8.79 kcal/mol and an inhibition constant of 0.36 μM, with a
total of 13 amino acid interactions occurring through various
binding modes, including 3 through hydrogen bonds, 5
through van der Waals forces, 1 through π−alkyl, 3 through
π−π, and 1 through π−anion interactions (Figure 8). Similarly,
CuL2 exhibited a binding energy of −8.66 kcal/mol and an
inhibition constant of 0.45 μM, with a total of 14 amino acid
interactions occurring through different binding modes: 3
through hydrogen bonds, 9 through van der Waals forces, 1

through π−alkyl, and 2 through π−anion interactions (Figure
9). Cisplatin demonstrated a binding energy and inhibition
constant of −6.09 kcal/mol and 34.40 μM, respectively.

4. CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, this study focused on the synthesis and
characterization of two Cu(II) complexes, [CuL(H2O)2Cl2]
and [CuL2Cl2], with the aim of developing potential
therapeutic agents with antimicrobial and cytotoxic properties.
Thorough characterization was conducted using various
analytical techniques, including FTIR, pXRD, TGA/DTA,
UV−vis, TD-DFT, molar conductivity, and chloride test. The
synthesized Cu(II) complexes demonstrated thermal stability
up to 200 °C, with pXRD confirming their nanocrystalline
nature. UV−vis spectra indicated intraligand electron transfer,
d−d electron transitions, and ligand-to-metal charge transfer.
FTIR confirmed the functional groups of the ligand and
complexes, with the complexes found to be nonelectrolytic and
chloride-free outside the coordination sphere, suggesting an
octahedral geometry. TD-DFT absorption spectra align well
with experimental data. Biological evaluations revealed
superior antioxidant and antibacterial properties in the Cu(II)
complexes compared to IQL, with CuL exhibiting the most
potent cytotoxicity, antibacterial, and antioxidant activities.
These results were supported by frontier molecular orbital
analysis and molecular docking, indicating CuL’s contribution
to enhanced cytotoxicity and antioxidant activity. The
molecular docking results revealed a higher binding affinity
of the Cu(II) complexes to the binding sites of S. aureus
compared to the ligand, which is consistent with the
experimental findings. This suggests that the CuL complex
may have potential therapeutic applications against S. aureus
infections. Therefore, it is recommended to conduct further in
vivo studies to evaluate the efficacy, safety, and potential
therapeutic benefits of the CuL complex in treating S. aureus
and MCF-7 breast cancer infections.
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Figure 9. Binding interactions of CuL2 against estrogen receptor alpha (ERα; PDB: 5GS4).
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Additional data on the 1H and 13C NMR; UV/vis
spectra; molecular docking scores; visualization of the
interactions of the synthesized molecules against E. coli,
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